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The World’s Giant Oil Fields
A giant or super-giant oil field is traditionally defined as a field with reserves

exceeding 1 billion barrels. This definition becomes problematic because some fields are
assessed on the basis of total possible reserves or total resources while others are assessed
by the stricter gage of proven reserves. Matthew R. Simmons has suggested that we
should adopt a new definition for giant fields based on daily production rates, which are
much less ambiguous than reported reserves. He suggests that fields producing 100,000
barrels or more per day (b/d) should be classified as giants.

Using this criteria, we find that of the over 4,000 active oilfields in the world
today, only 120 of them could be classified as giants. Yet these 120 fields produce 47%
of the world’s supply of oil. It is clear that the productive health of these giant fields is
very important to our energy security. Upon closer examination, 62 of these fields barely
exceed 100,000 b/d, accounting for 12% of the world’s daily oil supply. At the top of the
scale, the largest 14 fields account for over 20% of the world’s daily oil supply.1

Here is a partial list of the world’s giant oilfields ranked by size, showing those
that produce at least 300,000 barrels per day. Collectively, these fields account for
approximately 18 mb/d, or over 26% of the world’s daily oil supply. The list just happens
to number 26 fields.

Country Field Name Date Of Discovery 2000 Production

(1000 Barrels/Day)

Saudi Arabia Ghawar 1948 4,500

Mexico Cantarell 1976 1,211

Kuwait Burgan 1938 1,200

China Daquig 1959 1,108

Iraq Kirkuk 1927 900

Iraq Rumailia North 1958 700

Saudi Arabia Abqaiq 1940 600

Saudi Arabia Shayba 1975 600

U.S.A. Prudhoe Bay 1968 550

China Shengli 1962 547



Brazil Marlim 1985 530

Iraq Rumailia South 1953 500

Saudi Arabia Safaniyah 1951 500

Saudi Arabia Zuluf 1965 500

Abu Dhabi Bu Hasa 1962 450

Abu Dhabi Zakum – Lower 1963 400

Abu Dhabi Zakum – Upper 1963 400

Saudi Arabia Berri 1964 400

Russia Samotlor 1961 320

Norway Ekofisk 1971 310

Columbia Cusiana 1988 300

Iran Gachsaran 1937 300

Iran Ahwaz Bangestan 1958 300

Neutral Zone Khafji 1961 300

Russia Romashkino 1948 300

Venezuela Cabimas 1917 300

Adapted from The World’s Giant Oil Fields, Matthew R. Simmons.
http://www.simmonsco-intl.com/files/giantoilfields.pdf

Of these fields, 16 are found in the Middle East, and 17 belong to OPEC nations.
Saudi Arabia’s Ghawar field is undoubtedly the largest oilfield in the world; it’s daily
production is more than the next five largest fields combined. By itself, Ghawar accounts
for over 6.5% of world daily oil production. The only other field whose production ever
exceeded 2 mb/d was Russia’s Samotlor field. Samotlor’s peak production of 3.5 mb/d
was obtained through aggressive water flooding that left the field badly damaged. Today
Samotlor produces little more than 300,000 b/d.

Taken together, the five largest fields, Ghawar, Mexico’s Cantarell, Kuwait’s
Burgan, China’s Daquig and Iraq’s Kirkuk, account for almost 20% of the world’s daily
oil production. The other 21 fields on the list above only add a little over 6% to this total.
This gives us some idea of the importance of these five fields.
None of these fields are young, either. Kirkuk is the oldest, having been in production for
79 years (as of this writing in 2006). Burgan is 68 years old. Ghawar is 58. Daquig is 47.
And the youngest of the bunch, Cantarell, is no baby at 30 years old. The average age of
all 26 fields listed above is 57. No oil wells with a capacity to exceed one million barrels
of production per day have been discovered since Mexico’s Cantarell field, which began
producing in 1976.

Over time, the number of giant discoveries has diminished, as has their size. In
addition, the more recent discoveries tend to peak and decline much more quickly than
the old giants. This last is probably due, in large part, to technological advances that
make it much quicker to ramp up a new field’s production and pump it out. There have
been 26 giant fields discovered since 1980, and only one of them was producing more



than 500,000 b/d in the year 2000 (Brazil’s Marlin field, discovered in 1985, with an
estimated production of 530,000 b/d in the year 2000). The total production of these post-
1980 discoveries amounts to 4.5% of the world’s daily production, or less than 10% of
the production of all the giants.2

Of the 400 plus fields discovered during the 1990s, only 2.5% were qualified to
be called giants as of their 2000 production data. None of them produces more the
200,000 b/d. There are a few deep sea projects that should have a peak production
capacity in the range of 250,000 b/d. And there are two or three Middle East onshore
discoveries that might fall within this range. None of these projects will come online
before 2010 at the earliest.3

Experience has shown that once giant fields peak, the decline can be quite rapid.
Even a massive increase in wells on the field may not be enough to offset the decline.
Wellhead decline rates of 20% are not uncommon. Net declines for the field can be in the
neighborhood of 10%, with a vigorous program to add massive numbers of new wells to
the field. No one has estimated the number of small fields it takes to offset the decline of
a giant field; the faster peak and decline rates of smaller fields turn this into a revolving
door exercise.

It has been said that once the top five mega-giants go into decline, we are in big
trouble. Unfortunately, that event is close at hand.

The Top 5 Mega-Giants
Our oil supply is underpinned by five super-giant fields that supply about 20% of

the world’s daily oil production. If production from any one of these fields were to
collapse or fall into rapid decline, there would be serious repercussions for the entire
world. Unfortunately, there are strong indications that production from all five of these
fields is in serious trouble.

Iraq’s Kirkuk
Prior to the US invasion, reports were issued warning that Iraqi oil production was

in immediate danger due to problems with infrastructure and unsound pumping practices.
The first Gulf War in 1991 left Iraq’s oil infrastructure severely damaged. The decade of
sanctions that followed contained an embargo on the spare parts and oilfield equipment
needed to repair the damage and keep the oilfields running smoothly. It is known that
many of Iraq’s fields were damaged during this period due to mismanagement and the
use of questionable techniques in an effort to increase current production at the price of
future production. Many fields have been damaged by the practice known as water
flooding in order to boost current production. It has not been reported how much damage
has been done to the Kirkuk field or either of the Rumailah fields. But, prior to the
invasion, oil consulting firm Saybolt International pointed out the risk of a 5% to 15%
annual production decline at damaged Iraqi oil fields. Such a precipitous decline strongly
suggests that Kirkuk and the Rumailah fields, which account for most of Iraq’s
production, have been damaged.4

A U.N. report in June 2001 said that Iraqi oil production capacity would fall
sharply unless technical and infrastructure problems were addressed. Subsequently, U.N.
Secretary General Kofi Annan warned of a possible “major breakdown” in Iraq’s oil
industry if spare parts and equipment were not forthcoming. The United States resisted



any efforts for a long term solution to the problems, insisting on only short-term
improvements to the oil industry. According to the head of the UN Iraq program, Benon
Sevan, the number of holds placed on contracts for oil field equipment threatened the
entire program with paralysis. Sevan stated in January 2002 that the United States placed
over 80% of the holds, which affected nearly 2,000 contracts worth approximately $5
billion.5

Solving these problems will require major investment from a consortium of
international oil companies. It will take at least a decade to double output, providing there
is no further damage done. It will take at least $7 billion worth of investment to bring Iraq
back to its 3.5 million b/d production level. Pushing past that level to 5.5 million b/d will
require at least $20 billion of investment.6 How much of the billions provided in invasion
and occupation costs and post-invasion support has gone to remediating Iraq’s oil fields?

Since the invasion there have been no updated reports on the health of these oil
fields. All we can say for certain is that post-invasion production in still down from what
it was prior to the invasion, and attacks on oil infrastructure make it unlikely that
production will increase in the foreseeable future. As of this writing, Iraq hangs on the
edge of a very bloody civil war, which could further disrupt oil production and compound
the damage to Iraq’s giant fields.

China’s Daquig (or Daqing)
Daquig is the largest producing oil field in China. It alone accounts for one-fourth

of China’s oil production. Production from this field has been in decline for the last few
years. It declined by 5% in 2004.7 In 2005, the field’s oil production declined by another
3% from 2004.8

PetroChina subsidiary Daqing Oilfield recently made an announcement that they
would hold production at 42 million tonnes annually (equivalent to 306.6 mb/y) for the
next five years. Following that, their production target is 40 million tonnes annually from
2010 to 2020.9 Considering that the table above, from Matthew Simmons’ 2002 report,
The World’s Giant Oilfields, lists Daqing with an annual production of 1.108 mb/d, the
announced production goal translates into a decline of nearly 25% from the production
figure quoted in the Simmons’ report.

How much of Daqing Oilfield’s statement is simply hyperbole remains to be seen.
Two years ago, The Shanghai Daily stated that Daqing’s output would shrink by 7%
annually for the next several years. The newspaper reported that production would fall to
30 million tonnes by 2010, and continue dropping to 20 million tonnes by 2020.10

The truth may lie somewhere between these two reports. If Daqing Oilfield can
introduce a sufficient number of new wells to the field, they may be able to keep
production from falling by as much as reported in The Shanghai Daily. However, it is
unlikely that they will be able to hold production steady without severely damaging the
field.

Kuwait’s Burgan
It came as a major revelation in January of this year when Petroleum Intelligence

Weekly (PIW) reported that Kuwaiti oil reserves are only half as much as they have
officially stated. Kuwait officially places its reserves at around 99 billion barrels (Gb).
But, after viewing internal Kuwaiti records maintained by Kuwait Oil Company, PIW



stated that Kuwait’s remaining reserves are about 48 Gb, less than half the officially
stated amount. Furthermore, the 48 Gb figure includes proven reserves and non-proven
reserves, which are not distinguished in the official figures. Only 24 Gb are fully proven,
with the likely prospect that another 5.3 Gb will be upgraded to proven over time.11

This is not much of a surprise for those who are aware of the spurious OPEC
stated reserve increases of the mid-1980s. In the period of a couple years, virtually all of
the OPEC members increased their reported reserves by half to as much as double what
they had previously reported. It has been pointed out that these improbable changes in
reserves came as OPEC was preparing to adjust the quotas of its various member nations.
The quota of oil that an OPEC member is allowed to produce each year is a function of
its reported reserves. It is even more suspicious that these reported reserves have not
changed at all since the mid-1980s, despite the fact that all member countries have been
producing their reserves vigorously.

Around the time that it was discovered, Kuwait’s Burgan field was estimated to
hold 60 Gb. But according to the PIW report, Burgan now contains only 15 Gb in fully
proven reserves, which suggests the field is well past peak.12 This assessment is
supported by a recent statement from the Chairman of the State oil company, who said
that production from Burgan is “exhausted.” Kuwait Oil Company plans to spend $3
billion annually for the next three years just to hold production steady at 1.7 mb/d.13 This
would be a nearly 30% increase in daily production over the figures contained in the table
above. If they can pull it off, this would make Burgan the second most productive field in
the world.

Apparently, the International Energy Agency (IEA) has a somewhat dimmer
outlook on future production from the field. The IEA expects production to increase from
1.35 mb/d in 2004 to 1.64 mb/d in 2020, after which it will fall to 1.53 mb/d by 2030.14

And the IEA generally has an overly optimistic assessment of future production. The
organization does not believe that world oil production will peak before 2025 at the
earliest.

In comparing the data obtained by PIW with the official data, the statements of
the Kuwait Oil Company and the assessment of the IEA, we feel it is more likely than not
that Burgan production has already peaked. If production can be increased to 1.7 mb/d
and held there, it will probably be at the expense of future production, if the field has not
been extensively damaged already by practices such as water flooding.

It is possible that the field was drained by the well fires set by retreating Iraqi
forces in 1991. Before the sabotage, Kuwaiti wells produced an average of just over
4,000 barrels/day/well. Once the high pressure wellheads were blown off, these wells
were each spewing 20,000 barrels per day into the atmosphere.15 The Federation of
American Scientists released a CIA report soon after the war stating that the well fires
burned 4 to 6 mb/d.16 This is two to three times as much as Kuwait’s normal daily
production. At least 365 wells in the Burgan field went up in the conflagration. It is
difficult to say how much of the Burgan reserves was consumed by these fires, but the
magnitude of the disaster adds weight to the argument that Burgan has already peaked.

Mexico’s Cantarell
The second most productive field in the world does not lie in the Middle East. It is

Mexico’s Cantarell field, located off the coast of the Yucatan Peninsula. In recent years,



Cantarell has been producing as much oil as all of Kuwait’s fields put together. This field
alone accounts for 60% of Mexican production,17 helping to make Mexico the fifth
largest exporter of oil.18 Last year, roughly 88% of Mexico’s oil exports went to the US.19

The following chart illustrates how important Mexican oil is to the US.

As you can see, at the end of the graph, Mexico’s exports to the US took a dip.
This reflects a 1.3% decline in oil production, largely due to shut-ins during July 2005
caused by Hurricane Emily.20 Declining production from Cantarell and other fields was
also a factor.

The Cantarell oil is contained in the shattered rock of a rubble filled impact crater
formed 65 million years ago when a large meteor (or possibly a comet) crashed into the
planet. Many scientists suspect this was the event that ended the age of the dinosaurs. As
an oil trap, Cantarell is unique.

For fifteen years after its discovery, Cantarell produced over a million barrels of
oil per day from about 40 wells. This is an outstanding production profile, as most giants
require hundreds of wells to produce over 1 mb/d. Eventually, however, production
began to decline as the natural gas pressure that was forcing the oil out of the field
slackened. To bolster production, PEMEX, the Mexican state oil company, built a
nitrogen separation plant and began injecting 1.2 billion cubic feet of pressurized
nitrogen into the field per day.21

Production climbed above 2 mb/d for the next four years. Then, in 2005, PEMEX
announced that Cantarell had peaked and production was beginning to decline that very
year. Production for 2005, they announced, would be down 5% from 2004. PEMEX gave
their assurances that they would do everything possible to slow the decline rate, if not
bring it to a halt. The company announced plans to boost investment by over $1 billion in
an effort to make up the shortfall.22

The company’s optimism is belied by a confidential inter-company report that
was recently leaked to the press. The report states that there is only 825 feet between the
gas cap over the oil and water that is pushing into the field from the bottom and closing
the distance at between 250 and 360 feet per year.23 This leaves only 3 years at the most
before water reaches the gas cap.



According to the study’s worst case scenario, if nothing is done about this
problem then production could drop to 875 thousand b/d by the end of next year, and as
low as 520 thousand barrels per day in 2008.24 PEMEX officials say they are taking
aggressive steps to prevent such a drastic drop in production. Unfortunately, the unique
geological nature of the field may make mitigation difficult. Mexican Energy Secretary
Fernando Canales has said that PEMEX needs to double its investment in order to offset
the decline. He is lobbying the Mexican Congress to open the oil industry to foreign
investors.25

Interestingly, instead of explaining how they intend to arrest the decline of
Cantarell, PEMEX officials talk of making up for the decline through increased
production at other fields. PEMEX still believes that its overall production for this year
will rise to more than 3.4 mb/d, mostly due to increased drilling in the Ku-Maloob-Zaap
field. However, they are finding heavier crude in that field, which is making it more
expensive and more difficult to produce.26 If they cannot increase production in this field
enough to make up for Cantarell in the very short term, it would appear that they do not
have another option.

Cantarell is becoming yet another example of how technological innovations do
not significantly increase the amount of recoverable reserves in a field. Instead, they
increase the daily production rate, shortening the field’s productive lifetime and leading
to a steeper production decline following the peak, if not an outright collapse. Cantarell
saw production jump from 1.23 mb/d in 1999 to over 2 mb/d in 2004. John Padilla,
director of IPD Latin America, an energy consulting firm with offices in Mexico City,
Caracas and New York summed it up best: “They ramped up production very, very fast.
You can’t pump out those levels of production without shortening the life of the field.”

Saudi Arabia’s Ghawar
Ghawar is, without a doubt, the king of oil fields. No other field has come near it

in size or daily production. When Ghawar goes into decline, we are all going to feel it,
whether we consume Saudi oil directly or not. Perhaps the most important question
looming before us today, in the context of oil, concerns the health of Ghawar. How much
oil remains in Ghawar? How much has the field been damaged by water flooding? How
close is Ghawar to peak? And what are the chances of a production collapse?

Suadi and state-owned Aramco officials make very bold statements about
increasing future capacity, but they do not back up their claims with data. Instead, the
numbers on Ghawar, and all other Saudi fields, is a closely guarded state secret.
However, we can note that previous claims made by the Saudi’s have been misleading, or
outright false.

The Saudi’s promised to increase production in 2004 in order to offset worries
about lost production from Iraq and elsewhere. They pledged an extra 500,000 b/d
immediately and production increases to 5 mb/d by 2012. Unfortunately, the new oil the
Saudi’s made available was a high sulfur crude, instead of the Saudi Light the market was
expecting.27 Sulfurous oil is difficult to process, so it is rejected by most refineries. The
US and much of Europe have high pollution standards that prevent them from even
considering to use heavy sulfur crude.

Those who have been able to find data on Ghawar—usually through third party
contractors—are very concerned. The use of questionable, aggressive production



techniques appears likely to have damaged the field severely. Energy investment banker,
Matthew R. Simmons leads the critics who are concerned about the eminent collapse of
production at Ghawar. Having sifted through hundreds of documents, Simmons lays his
case in the book, Twilight in the Desert.28

In his book, Matthew Simmons notes the age of Ghawar and the fact that it has
been producing at or near capacity for nearly 40 years. He discusses how the field is
aging and points out that Aramco has been using water injection for some time now to
bolster production. When water is injected into a field, invariable it begins to make its
way to the well heads. The water that comes out of the wells—referred to as the water
cut—is routinely cycled back and reinjected into the well. Over time, as the field is
depleted the proportion of water cut increases until the well is pumping mostly water. At
that point the well becomes non-productive. In his book, Matthew Simmons refers to a
water cut of 30%, which is very bad.

However, there are other reports that the water cut is even worse. Engineers
working at Ghawar have reported that the water cut is as high as 55%. They say that this
decade will see the field’s peak.29 As of 2004, Aramco was injecting 7 million barrels per
day of sea water into Ghawar.30 With daily production around 4.5 million barrels, this
means that they are injecting 7 barrels of water to extract 4.5 barrels of oil. Similar rates
of water injection were also reported for other large Saudi fields, most notably the
Khurais field and the Haradh field, according to the Centre for Global Energy Studies.31

The Saudi’s are running on a treadmill just to stay in place. And should they ever falter,
the result could be catastrophic.

The following graphic depicts the oldest producing portion of Ghawar. In this
image, from a 1996 study, you can see that water can be found across almost the entire
field. Half of the field is completely flooded and is no longer producing oil. Water
injecttion at Ghawar dates back to the beginning of production in the 1950s. At that time,
water was pumped into the field through only one well, not shown in this image. As time
passed, more water was introduced to the field. Wells that had once been producers were
converted to injectors as the field around them was flooded out with water. In the
following image, you can see that many of the producing wells have become injectors.
And we must bare in mind that this is from a 1996 study; the flooding must be much
more advanced in the decade since that study was published.



Graphic courtesy of G.R. Morton, http://home.entouch.net/dmd/ghawar.htm

A 2004 presentation at the Society of Exploration Geophysics Convention gave
more evidence of depletion in Ghawar. According to the study, the oil column at Ghawar
(which was originally 1300 feet thick) has now declined to less than 150 feet thick.32 This
indicates that Ghawar is already severely depleted and in danger of collapse.

Conclusion
As we have seen, all five of the world’s largest super-giant oilfields, which

account for 20% of world daily oil production, are overproduced, damaged, past their
peak and/or in danger of production collapse. And these are only the top five fields.
Every field on the list of giants is aging, many of them have already peaked, and many of
them are in danger of collapse due to bad management.

There are no new fields waiting in the wings to replace their lost production.
Considering the decreasing size of discoveries with time and their faster rates of
production decline, we could find ourselves in the dilemma of having to find more and
more small fields to replace what is lost when there are fewer and fewer fields to be
found. It is for economists and exploration companies to debate when the rising price of
oil will no longer be sufficient to pay for the amount of exploration and development
necessary, given the decreasing size of discoveries. It should be noted that the higher oil
prices of recent years have not resulted in an increased discovery rate. The number of
discoveries are decreasing, and the oil majors are all cutting back on their exploration
efforts. It is time to begin preparing for the end of cheap oil. Indeed, it is long past time to
begin preparing.



Consequences
If Cantarell’s production drops significantly in the next couple of years, it will

have a major impact on the United States, which consumes most of Mexico’s oil exports.
The US would have to look elsewhere to make up the lost imports. The problem is,
nobody will have the excess capacity to make up for the loss of Cantarell.

Within the US, there will probably be a renewed push to open ANWR to drilling.
However, neither ANWR, nor increased deep sea drilling, nor opening of public lands in
the west will be sufficient to replace the lost production from Cantarell. And it will take
many years to bring any of these projects online. In order to replace the declining output
of Mexico, the US will have to stay in the Americas. And this means it will have to turn
to Venezuela, Colombia, Brazil and Ecuador. However, the US is on shaky ground in all
of these countries.

There are three things the US could do to improve its standing with Latin
American oil producing countries and provide more oil security for itself:

1. Desist from efforts to depose or otherwise destabilize the government of Venezuelan
presidente Hugo Chavez. By way of apology and assurance, the US should issue a
statement saying that forthwith it will respect the right of Venezuela to manage its own
resources. A more personal apology could be conveyed to Presidente Chavez through
private channels.

2. End the drug war. The drug war is a failed policy that only serves to keep impoverished
people oppressed both within the US and abroad, and to guarantee the provision of elicit
drug money to prop up our economy while degrading our neighborhoods. Domestically,
our efforts would be more fruitful if we would offer treatment programs (such as
methadone clinics) and develop a plan to deal with the social factors behind why people
turn to drugs in the first place. In Latin America, and elsewhere, instead of persecuting
the impoverished farmers who grow the drugs, we should strive to bring them better
opportunities to support themselves without turning to drugs.

3. The US should look for a humane way to end its involvement in the Colombian Civil War.
This civil war has been going on for over 50 years, and there are no good guys. The
government that the US is now backing is highly involved in the drug business and is
funneling money to support the right-wing death squads that roam the country. Colombia
does not need US military support. If anything, it needs UN peacekeeping forces.

These three things would go a long way toward improving our relations with
Latin America. We could also offer a general apology to all of Latin America (Cuba
included) for our interference, both overt and covert, in their sovereign affairs over the
past hundred years or more. We could extend a personal apology for all of the deaths, the
disappearances and the torture that was supported by the US. And we could renegotiate
the Free Trade of the Americas agreement so that it would protect the environment,
support workers’ rights, and help put an end to poverty.

I add these last suggestions because it is unlikely that the US will do any of this.
In all probability, the US will stay its present course, with the end result of exacerbating
tensions, suffering and antipathy towards the US. If the US does not succeed in setting up
oppressive dictatorships in all of the key Latin American countries, then its current
strategy will fail miserably and the backlash could be disastrous for our economy and our
energy security.



This is the outlook if Cantarell fails. However, if all five of the world’s largest
oilfields fail within the next few years, the effect will be to turn the declining slope of oil
production following a 2005 peak into a toboggan run. Nobody would be able to make up
the lost production, and the chances are that other fields would be overproduced and
damaged in a frantic effort to meet the demand. And once the markets caught on to the
truth, we would be faced with a financial meltdown.

The Hirsch Report
In 2004, the US Department of Energy commissioned a report on peak oil, its

implications and how to mitigate it. The report was sponsored and paid for by the
National Energy Technology Laboratory. The study was conducted by a team from the
Science Applications International Corporation, and was authored principally by Robert
L. Hirsch. It was released in February of 2005, and was completely ignored by the US
media and political leaders.

Titled Peaking of World Oil Production: Impacts, Mitigation and Risk
Management, the report is important for a number of reasons. Its mere existence is proof
that someone in the federal energy policy hierarchy is concerned about peak oil. The
report itself makes no bones about the dilemma we are in, nor does it offer any easy way
out. And the report dismisses such highly touted techno-fixes as hydrogen fuel cells and
ethanol. Finally, the report states, as plainly as possible, that world oil production
“peaking will happen, but the timing is uncertain.”33

The report states that, to successfully mitigate peak oil, efforts should begin
twenty years before the onset of peaking. Any shorter head start will result in oil supply
shortfalls that will have a strong negative impact on our current socio-economic system.
And if we wait until peak oil happens to begin doing something about it, then the results
will be disastrous.

The report focuses very closely upon transportation, as the authors state that peak
oil will be a liquid fuel crisis. While they do not look at the effect peak oil will have on
plastics production and agriculture, they do note that a transportation fuel crisis, in itself,
would send out shockwaves through our entire socio-economic system.

The authors contend that as peak oil approaches, relatively minor events will have
more pronounced impact upon oil prices and future markets. Things such as supply
bottlenecks, refinery problems, production disruptions due to political upheavals
(Nigeria, Colombia, Ecuador, the Middle East, Venezuela), or natural disasters
(Hurricanes such as Katrina & Emily), will result in rising prices and even market panics.

The report notes that the greater the “shortfall, the higher the price increases; the
longer the shortfall, the greater will be the adverse economic effects.”34 The validity of
this statement is already being tested out by events such as the supply disruptions due to
the invasion of Iraq and hurricanes Katrina, Rita and Emily.
The report states that the long-run impact of oil production shortfalls will lead to
increases in inflation and unemployment, declines in the output of goods and services,
and the degradation of living standards. In the US, “each 50 percent sustained increase in
the price of oil will lower real U.S. GDP by about 0.5 percent, and a doubling of oil
prices would reduce GDP by a full percentage point.”35

As oil markets become increasingly volatile, each price spike will result in
economic and job losses. Unfortunately, the effects seem to be asymmetrical, so that a



subsequent decline in oil prices does not make up for all of the economic and job losses.
As we move through cycles of spiking and declining prices, the overall economic and job
losses will increase. Extended oil shortages will lead to the failure of businesses and even
entire industries, particularly those that are most oil-dependent.

Higher oil price volatility will also lead to a reduction of investments in other
parts of the economy. The supply of a large variety of goods will decline, in turn resulting
in higher prices and a further reduction of macroeconomic activity. The result could be a
positive feedback mechanism which will send the economy spiraling downward. And oil
could become the price setter for all other forms of energy no matter how unrelated those
energy sources are. If this happens, all energy prices could become volatile and
unpredictable.

Developing countries could be hit even harder, as developing countries use twice
as much oil per unit of output than developed countries. As oil and oil products replace
traditional fuels and traditional products, developing countries become increasingly
dependent upon petroleum. Developing countries also have limited ability for fuel
shifting. Where people in developing countries can return to their traditional lifestyles,
they will do so. But where they cannot, due to overpopulation, urbanization and other
factors, there will be terrible suffering and even loss of life.

The report does contain a disclaimer, as the authors note that they simplified
many of the complexities in order to make their analysis comprehendible. They warn that
as oil prices escalate, there will be unforeseen demand and economic impacts. It would be
a monumental task to model all the possible impacts and chain reactions resulting from
decreasing world oil production.

Yet, the study makes it abundantly clear that if mitigation does not begin before
the world oil peak—and preferably twenty years in advance—then our current socio-
economic system is doomed. This is an extremely sobering assessment in light of the
evidence we reviewed at the beginning of this article, indicating that world oil production
peaked in 2005. According to the Hirsch Report, it is too late. Even if we undertook a
worldwide mitigation crash program beginning today, our socio-economic system is
toast.

And, based on the information we reviewed above concerning the health of the
world’s giant oil fields, the situation could be even worse than the Hirsch Report
indicated. The Hirsch Report modeled the worldwide production decline rate after the US
decline rate following the 1970 peak of US oil production. This would place production
decline at a mild 2 to 3% annually. However, the poor condition of our giant oil fields
and the diminishing size and discovery rate for new fields suggests that the production
decline rate could be significantly higher, and there is a real possibility that the next
decade or so could see a production crash.

Conclusion
There is a good chance that world oil production peaked in 2005 and will soon

begin its irreversible decline. Even if actual production has not peaked yet, or maintains
that peak for the next couple years, there is no time left to implement a mitigation
program to save the current socio-economic system. Peak oil will tip over the house of
cards that is our dominant socio-economic system. But that does not mean that we should
simply give up and bemoan our doom.



The failure of the dominant socio-economic system does not mean the complete
failure of civilization or the human species. It simply means that we would be wasting
our efforts trying to keep this socio-economic system alive. But there are alternatives.

It is time for all of us to move toward relocalization and sustainability. This is
something that must be done through our neighborhoods and our local governments. We
need to begin revitalizing our local economies. The first step is local food security and
energy independence. We also need to develop local currencies and barter networks that
could survive the crash of national currency. Most importantly, we need to rebuild our
communities as the place where we live, work and do business, and where we socialize.

I have provided a partial list of activities people can undertake to help prepare for
energy depletion. This list can be found in the article, Hope for the Future. It is by no
means an exhaustive list. And my forthcoming book, Eating Fossil Fuels (2006, New
Society Publishers), contains a large resource list of organizations, CSA’s (community
supported agriculture), Farmers’ Markets, and seed companies for the US and Canada,
and a few elsewhere in the world. I urge everyone who reads these words to go out, get
active and get involved.

Don’t worry if your network only amounts to yourself and a few others. Do what
you can, organize, plant and plan. Perhaps the best we can hope for right now is to plant
the seeds for sustainability and relocalization. Then we must simply tend to them and
wait patiently for them to germinate and grow. The time will come when our family, our
neighbors and our community will look around and wonder what they are going to do
about their deteriorating situation. At that point we must be ready to say, “Here, take this
rake and this saw and hammer.”
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